Your Benefits:

- Become part of a team full of energy and the spirit to break existing rules and make really new things possible
- Bring in your ideas and abilities, take responsibility early and grow together with us. We have big goals
- Flexible workplace - adapted to your needs
- Flexible organization of your working hours
- Regular team events
- Exciting environment in a fast-growing startup
- Lots of creative freedom
- Direct and open feedback to learn quickly and develop yourself

Your Know-how:

- Here you can bring in all your strengths and create something new every day! For this we are looking for independent team players who take responsibility, think outside the box and for whom no challenge seems impossible.
- Experience with serverless architectures, BaaS, APIs, gateways, CDNs, routing
- Experience with Linux/Unix, shellscripting, automation, JavaScript, Node.JS, GIT, NoSQL databases, PHP, MySQL
- Experience with deployments and cloud providers and services, e.g. Serverless, AWS, Azure, Firebase, etc.
- Experience in server administration, monitoring and analytics
- B.Sc./M.Sc. in Computer Science or similar areas

Your Job:

You like to create highly scalable backend systems, databases, integration into APIs and providing worldwide availability and performance? Then Mapstar is the right place for you to create the AR cloud of tomorrow.

- You take the lead for the design, implementation and deployment of our backend infrastructure
- Extend our serverless backend system with both horizontal and vertical scalability, monitoring, analytics and integration of middlewares and APIs
- Integration and automation of software tools and algorithms
- Managing of IT/server infrastructure, updates and maintenance
- Close cooperation with the game designers, developers, computer vision and deep learning experts

This is Mapstar:

Our mission is for people to see the world as a place they can edit, build and play with. With Augmented and Virtual Reality, you can layer the real world with digital content anywhere. We are looking for motivated teammates. Support us as FullStack Developer Backend to create a new world.

Join us now!

team@mapstar.io